Purpose: To evaluate the accuracy of R2* models (1/T 2 * 5 R2*) for chemical shift-encoded magnetic resonance imaging (CSE-MRI)-based proton density fat-fraction (PDFF) quantification in patients with fatty liver and iron overload, using MR spectroscopy (MRS) as the reference standard. Materials and Methods: Two Monte Carlo simulations were implemented to compare the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) performance of single-R2* and dual-R2* correction in a theoretical liver environment with high iron. Fatty liver was defined as hepatic PDFF >5.6% based on MRS; only subjects with fatty liver were considered for analyses involving fat. From a group of 40 patients with known/suspected iron overload, nine patients were identified at 1.5T, and 13 at 3.0T with fatty liver. MRS linewidth measurements were used to estimate R2* values for water and fat peaks. PDFF was measured from CSE-MRI data using single-R2* and dual-R2* correction with magnitude and complex fitting. Results: Spectroscopy-based R2* analysis demonstrated that the R2* of water and fat remain close in value, both increasing as iron overload increases: linear regression between R2* W and R2* F resulted in slope 5 0.95 [0.79-1.12] (95% limits of agreement) at 1.5T and slope 5 0.76 [0.49-1.03] at 3.0T. MRI-PDFF using dual-R2* correction had severe artifacts. MRI-PDFF using single-R2* correction had good agreement with MRS-PDFF: Bland-Altman analysis resulted in -0.7% (bias) 6 2.9% (95% limits of agreement) for magnitude-fit and -1.3% 6 4.3% for complex-fit at 1.5T, and -1.5% 6 8.4% for magnitude-fit and -2.2% 6 9.6% for complex-fit at 3.0T. Conclusion: Single-R2* modeling enables accurate PDFF quantification, even in patients with iron overload. Level of Evidence: 1
A bnormal intracellular accumulation of triglycerides in the liver (hepatic steatosis) is the hallmark feature of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). NAFLD is increasingly common and is estimated to affect up to onethird of the US adult population. 1 Closely linked with insulin resistance and the metabolic syndrome, hepatic steatosis is associated with an elevated risk of cirrhosis, liver failure, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes, among others. [2] [3] [4] Excessive accumulation of iron in the liver is also relatively common and can occur due to increased intestinal absorption (eg, genetic hemochromatosis) or repeated blood transfusions (eg, transfusional hemosiderosis). Liver iron overload carries increased risk of liver damage and can lead to fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma if untreated. 5, 6 Further, diffuse liver disease, including NAFLD, is often associated with abnormal iron regulation, and can lead to iron overload. 4 While the complex interplay between excess fat and excess iron is not fully understood, both conditions can occur simultaneously. It is known that up to one-third of patients with NAFLD have increased hepatic iron stores. 4, 7 The combined effects of fat and iron with regard to liver injury are also not well understood, but emerging evidence suggests that combined fatty liver and iron overload is more harmful than iron overload alone. 5 Features of diffuse liver disease including steatosis and iron overload can be assessed by percutaneous liver biopsy; however, biopsy is invasive, painful, and not well-suited for repeated measurements. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is widely regarded as the noninvasive reference standard for proton density fat-fraction (PDFF), 1 which is a fundamental property of tissue reflecting tissue triglyceride concentration. MRS requires accurate shimming and placement of the spectroscopy voxel in a reproducible location in the liver without large veins, bile ducts, or focal liver lesions. An important drawback of both biopsy and MRS is that they provide only information about a single localized liver region, and both methods are susceptible to sampling variability. Whole-liver, spatially resolved measurement of triglyceride content is possible using MRI-based confounder-corrected chemical shift-encoded (CSE) fat quantification techniques. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Recent studies have demonstrated excellent agreement and correlation of CSE fat quantification with MRS, indicating equivalence between these methods for the assessment of liver PDFF. [13] [14] [15] In order to obtain accurate PDFF quantification, all confounding factors (relevant sources of error) must be addressed. In CSE-based PDFF quantification, these confounders include T 1 bias, 13,16 B 0 inhomogeneity, 17 spectral modeling of fat, 13, 14 eddy currents, 18, 19 noise bias, 16 and R2* (51/T 2 *) correction. 10, 11, 13, 15, 20 When all confounding factors have been addressed, CSE-MRI can provide highly accurate, precise, and reproducible estimates of PDFF. 21, 22 Correction for R2* decay is essential for accurate quantification of fat using CSE-MRI, 10 particularly in subjects with iron overload. The presence of iron overload drastically increases the R2* decay rate, due to microscopic B 0 field inhomogeneities introduced by the iron deposition, which result in accelerated signal dephasing. Liver tissue with normal iron levels has an average signal decay rate of approximately R2* 5 36 s -1 (T 2 * 5 28 msec) at 1.5T, 23 while iron overload can easily lead to decay rates of 200 s -1 or greater (ie, T 2 * of 5 msec or less) at 1.5T. 24 Liver fat measurements including R2* correction (but without CSE) have been performed in patients with hepatic iron overload, 25 but their accuracy has not been validated, eg, using spectroscopic fat quantification as a reference.
Importantly, the presence of liver iron has unknown relative effects on water and fat signals, respectively. It is unknown whether the R2* increases affect water and fat independently ("dual-R2*" model), or whether they affect water and fat similarly ("single-R2*" model). Although more general, use of a dual-R2* model is challenging due to the need to estimate one additional nonlinear parameter, and has been shown to lead to algorithm instability and noise amplification, particularly at low fat concentrations. 26, 27 A single-R2* model significantly improves the stability and noise performance of signal estimation. Single-R2* correction has been shown to be accurate in livers at normal iron levels, 20 but its performance in livers with concomitant iron overload (see Fig. 1 ) is unknown. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to determine the relationship between R2* of water and fat signal in patients with excess accumulation of both fat and iron in the liver, and to assess the accuracy of R2* signal models for CSE liver fat quantification in the presence of iron overload.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Signal Models
The proton signal in a voxel within the liver containing both water and fat can be modeled as:
where s is the signal at echo time t n , g is complex Gaussian noise $N(0,r2), A/r is the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the total proton signal, PDFF is the proton density fat fraction, R2 Ã W is the water decay rate, R2 Ã F is the fat decay rate (assumed equal for all fat peaks), a m are the relative amplitudes such that P M m51 a m 51; f m are the frequencies of an M-peak (eg, M 5 6) fat model, 28, 29 FIGURE 1: Fatty liver and iron overload can occur concurrently. Accurate measurement of the proton density fat-fraction (PDFF) requires correcting for R2*, which is elevated as a result of the iron overload. (a) The spectrum at 1.5T has linewidths corresponding to R2* W 5 159 s -1 and R2* F 5 145 s -1 , indicating iron overload. Quantification of PDFF from this spectrum resulted in 37%, corresponding to fatty liver. (b) The R2* map from imaging data at 1.5T is 166 s -1 within the rectangular ROI (colocalized to the spectroscopy voxel from (a)). (c) The PDFF map reconstructed from the same imaging source data as in (b) is 37% within the same ROI. Both the R2* map and the PDFF map were reconstructed using the single-R2* signal model (Eq. (2)). The close agreement between imaging PDFF and spectroscopy PDFF indicates that R2* correction of imaging PDFF was done accurately. and f B is the field inhomogeneity-related frequency offset. Since the protons of a triglyceride molecule all share the same microscopic magnetic field environment, it is reasonable to assume that individual proton peaks would have very similar R2* signal decay (one R2* F for all fat peaks). This assumption is borne out with experimental in vivo MRS data that show very similar linewidths. 30 It is also unknown whether the presence of iron will affect the relative frequency shift between water and fat. The two species (water and fat) modeled in CSE fat quantification have independent R2* decay rates in isolation, which can be modeled using the "dual-R2*" model of Eq. (1). However, if the signal decay rates of water and fat components are similar, we may assume a common signal decay rate, or "single-R2*" model, ie, R2* W %R2* F . In that case, the signal model becomes:
where R2* is the common decay rate for both fat and water, and all other variables are the same as in Eq. (1). This signal model has been validated and demonstrated to be highly accurate for fat quantification in numerous studies, 8, 10, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] although this has not yet been shown in patients with iron overload. Dual-R2* modeling can lead to poor noise performance and signal estimation instability, 26 especially in the presence of low concentrations of water or fat, or high R2* W and R2* F . The advantages of single-R2* modeling are lower noise propagation and more stable computation due to one fewer degree of freedom. 27 However, if the underlying physics do not match the simplified single-R2* signal model, bias in the estimation of water and fat signals (and therefore PDFF) will occur. For example, Chebrolu et al demonstrated superior accuracy in fat concentration estimation using dual-R2* correction in phantom experiments, compared to single-R2* correction. 27 In this work it was found that dual-R2* modeling was more accurate in phantoms (over 0 < R2* < 300 s 21 ) where the R2* of water and fat were disparate, likely because these phantoms used fat droplet sizes at least a full order of magnitude larger than those encountered in liver fat. 27 However, when fat particle size in phantoms was reduced to those seen in vivo using a microfluidizer, R2* W and R2* F were very similar. 35 Furthermore, single-R2* modeling has been shown to be accurate in patients without iron overload, ie, R2* W and R2* F are sufficiently close in value that only negligible error arises from assuming they are the same. 10, 20, [33] [34] [35] Hines et al 36 demonstrated
excellent performance for single-R2* correction in an animal model of hepatic steatosis with superimposed iron overload created by injection of exogenous iron. 9 Bydder et al and Liau et al demonstrated similar results in patients injected with super-paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) particles. 37, 38 To date, however, there have been no reports of R2*-corrected CSE-MRI in patients with concomitant hepatic steatosis and endogenous iron overload. The relative behavior of R2* in water and fat in patients with high liver iron levels is unknown. Therefore, it is unknown whether the single-R2* model is accurate for fat quantification in the presence of iron overload.
Simulations
In order to compare the theoretical behavior of single-R2* and dual-R2* models for the accuracy of fat quantification, two Monte Carlo simulations were performed. In Monte Carlo simulations, multiple realizations of a signal model are created, in order to examine the ensemble behavior. In order to characterize the bias and noise performance of PDFF estimation at 1.5T and 3.0T, we created multiple realizations of the signal model in Eq. (1), to be fitted twice, using the models from Eqs. (1) and (2). In the first simulation, the relative behavior of dual-R2* and single-R2* at 1.5T was examined over a large range of SNRs (10-100, step size 1) and the full range of PDFF (0-100, step size 1). As defined for Eq. (1), SNR is the signal at "TE 5 0" divided by the standard deviation of the noise. Here, R2* W was fixed at 300 s -1 and R2* F was fixed at 250 s -1 , as was observed in one of our patient cohort with iron overload (below). In the second simulation, R2* W and R2* F were each ranged independently over 0-800 s -1 , in increments of 10 s -1 , while PDFF and SNR were held constant at commonly encountered moderate values of 20% and 15, respectively. Note that field inhomogeneity related frequency offset (f B ) and initial phase have been set to zero; however, these parameters are estimated in the simulation. Both simulations were performed for a field strength of 1.5T, with parameters including 1024 Monte Carlo repetitions, TE 1 5 0.9 msec, DTE 5 0.7 msec, and 12 echoes/TR. Additionally, the two simulations were repeated for 3.0T, with the R2* values doubled from those at 1.5T, 1024 Monte Carlo repetitions, TE 1 5 0.7 msec, DTE 5 0.6 msec, and 8 echoes/TR. The echo times at each field strength were chosen to be the imaging TEs used for patients in this work (see Imaging subsection).
At each parameter combination, 1024 realizations of the signal model from Eq. (1) were created; for the first simulation using 101 values of PDFF and 91 values of SNR, there were 9191 parameter combinations. Within each combination, only the specific realization of the complex noise g (see Eq. (1)) varied across the 1024 repetitions. The generated complex signals at each repetition were fit with both complex single-R2* and complex dual-R2* models (Eqs. (1) and (2)): complex fitting was performed with nonlinear least-squares fitting, using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 39 The results of fitting were a single-R2* corrected PDFF estimate and a dual-R2* corrected PDFF estimate for each of the 1024 repetitions for each parameter combination. The root mean squared errors (RMSE) (between the estimated PDFF and the true PDFF) were computed at each of the 1024 repetitions of each parameter combination. Single-R2* RMSE was subtracted from dual-R2* RMSE to create RMSE difference plots: positive value indicated that single-R2* correction has better performance than dual-R2* correction. The bias was computed as the average estimated PDFF minus the true PDFF at each parameter combination. The standard deviation of the estimated PDFF was computed for each parameter combination, over its 1024 repetitions. All Monte Carlo calculations were performed in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick MA).
Patient Population
After Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and obtaining informed written consent, 40 pediatric (age 101) or adult patients with known or suspected iron overload were recruited for this study. A history of elevated serum ferritin or confirmed hemochromatosis was considered known iron overload, and a history of repeated blood transfusions or suspected hemochromatosis was considered suspected iron overload. Ten normal adult controls with no history of blood transfusions or elevated serum ferritin were recruited for this study.
Spectroscopy
MR-based acquisitions were performed sequentially on the same day at both 1.5T and 3.0T, on a clinical 1.5T scanner (HDx, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and on a clinical 3.0T scanner (MR750, GE Healthcare). An 8-channel body array was used at 1.5T, while the upper 20 channels of a 32-channel phased array body coil (Neocoil, Pewaukee, WI) were used at 3.0T.
Single-voxel spectroscopy was acquired at 1.5T and 3.0T using a stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) sequence, 40 with TR 5 3500 msec, TM 5 5 msec, and multiple TEs 5 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 msec to enable T 2 correction. STEAM-MRS was acquired in a single breath-hold of 21 seconds monitored with bellows. Note that the spectroscopy voxels were not colocalized across field strengths, and the PDFFs are not expected to be the same across field strengths due to potential liver heterogeneity. The spectroscopy voxel was prescribed at 30 3 30 3 30 mm 3 . When large blood vessels or bile ducts could not be avoided with that size, one or more voxel dimensions were decreased from 30 mm to either 25 mm or 20 mm in an additional or alternate acquisition. The voxel was placed in Couinaud segments 6 or 7 in the right lobe of the liver, avoiding the lung base.
Spectroscopy data were processed using custom-written MatLab code to estimate both PDFF and R2*. Automatic PDFF fitting of spectroscopic data in patients with high R2 and R2* is challenging due to peak broadening and increased noise. To avoid fitting noise, spectra without visible fat peaks on the first echo were discarded from the analysis for fatty liver. PDFF was then estimated from the data in a least-squares sense by automatically fitting Voigt lineshapes, using a multipeak fat model, and correcting for T 2 decay. 41 The fitting error in spectroscopic quantification was computed as the L2 norm of the residual divided by the L2 norm of the signal. In subjects with more than one MRS acquisition, only the acquisition with the lowest fitting error was used for this study. Subsequent to PDFF estimation, the relative frequency offset from water to the main methylene fat peak was also determined. R2* W,spectro and R2* F,spectro were estimated jointly from all echoes in a least-squares sense from the linewidth of the water peak and the main fat peak respectively, using Lorentzian line shapes. Note that the R2* measured from spectroscopy is not the same as R2* measured from imaging. Since R2* depends on macroscopic B 0 field inhomogeneities and thus on voxel size, the large spectroscopy voxels used in this study have been assumed to lead to additional dephasing (higher R2*) compared to the smaller imaging voxels. This additional dephasing would affect water and fat signals in the same voxel equally and would lead to the same increase in R2* values in both species. Specifically, we can model the decay rates observed in spectroscopy as follows:
where R2* F,spectro and R2* W,spectro are the observed fat and water linewidths, respectively, in our STEAM acquisition, R2* F,imaging and R2* W,imaging are the underlying fat decay rate and water decay rate, respectively, in our imaging acquisition, and R2* macro is the common additional observed decay rate due to field inhomogeneities in the large spectroscopy voxel. Therefore, the relative values of the observed linewidths of water and fat signals have been previously used to provide insight to the microscopic contribution to the linewidth from iron overload. 20 We tested this assumption by plotting R2* W,spectro against the R2* from complex-fit single-R2* imaging data for all patients. In order to measure the linewidth of a spectroscopy peak accurately, the amplitude needs to be appreciably large. Therefore, we limited our in vivo analyses involving fat to cases with substantial fat signal. A clinically relevant threshold of PDFF > 5.6% has been previously described, 1 which we used as our threshold to identify those patients with fatty liver. Only the imaging data associated with MRS-PDFF > 5.6% were considered for analyses concerning fat.
Imaging
Imaging was performed at both 1.5T and 3.0T using a multiecho 3D spoiled gradient echo sequence. 10, 35 Acquisition parameters at Using custom code written in MatLab, image data were reconstructed to produce PDFF maps and R2* maps. Reconstructions were performed using both single-R2* and dual-R2* correction, a multipeak fat model, 13, 30, 43 common initial phase for water and fat signals, and using both magnitude and complex fitting models. 19 Complex fitting has the advantage of noise performance, while magnitude fitting is unaffected by phase errors 44 ; both fitting types were performed, in order to compare accuracy in the presence of liver iron. Magnitude discrimination was used to avoid noise-related bias in PDFF quantification. 16 For direct comparison of imaging with spectroscopy, regions of interest (ROIs) colocalized to the spectroscopy voxel were placed in the imaging PDFF and R2* maps.
Statistical Analysis
To evaluate the relative R2* behavior of water and fat signals from the in vivo data, linear regression was performed between R2* W,Spectro and R2* F,Spectro . To explore the behavior of R2* over all iron levels, a linear regression was performed between R2* W,spectro and R2* from R2* complex fitting to imaging data. To assess whether iron status was associated with any change in the relative frequency of water as compared to fat (the main methylene peak), the water-fat shift from spectroscopy was plotted against the R2* from complex-fit imaging. Finally, to show the accuracy of R2* modeling for MRIbased fat quantification, Bland-Altman plots were created to compare spectroscopy PDFF and imaging PDFF, for 1.5T and 3.0T.
All statistical calculations were performed in R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
Results
Simulations
The majority of PDFF-SNR combinations in the RMSE difference plots from the first simulation (see Fig. 2 ) were positively valued, indicating the single-R2* model has better performance than dual-R2* over most PDFF-SNR combinations tested. The black contour shows the boundary where single-R2* RMSE is equal to dual-R2* RMSE. At 1.5T, the minimum SNR above which dual-R2* modeling becomes preferable over single-R2* is 40. Furthermore, that break point occurs at about PDFF 5 50%, a fat concentration that is only rarely encountered clinically in the liver. Over the more common PDFF range of 0-20%, the lowest SNR where dual-R2* modeling becomes preferable is 75, and occurs at PDFF 5 20%. This simulation was performed for R2* W fixed at 300 s -1 , and R2* F fixed at 250 s -1 ; Fig. 3 shows the contours for R2 ), single-R2* has better performance over most of the space.
The RMSE in the area between the black contours in Fig. 4 is positively valued, showing the PDFF-SNR combinations where single-R2* outperforms dual-R2*. This plot shows only SNR 5 20 and PDFF 5 20. As PDFF decreases to 10% and 5% or SNR decreases to 15 (see Fig.  5 ), the contours grow farther apart and the difference between the RMSEs grows; single-R2* becomes preferable FIGURE 2: Single-R2* correction performs better than dual-R2* correction, based on RMSE of Monte Carlo results, over most of the combinations of PDFF (0-100%) and SNR (10-100). In the plots shown, single-R2* RMSE has been subtracted from dual-R2* RMSE. The black line is the contour where the RMSE from dual-R2* is equal to the RMSE from single-R2*. Below the black line contour, single-R2* has lower RMSE (ie, better performance); above the contour, dual-R2* has lower RMSE. Results are plotted for (a) 1.5T and (b) 3.0T. For all combinations of SNR and PDFF shown, R2* W is fixed at 300 s -1 , and R2* F is fixed at 250 s -1 .
FIGURE 3: Single-R2* modeling has better RMSE performance than dual-R2* modeling when R2* W and R2* F are close in value, according to our simulations. As in Fig. 2 , the contours show where Monte Carlo single-R2* RMSE is equal to dual-R2* RMSE. R2* W is still fixed at 300 s -1 , but R2* F is 100, 200, 250, 400, or 500 s -1 (each R2* F contour has a different grayscale). When R2* F 5 R2* W 5 300 s -1 , single-R2* has better performance over the whole parameter space shown (ie, the contour is entirely above SNR 5 100). , which corresponds to the 0-800 s -1 range at 1.5T. When both R2* F and R2* W are very high, the calculation suffers from high variability as seen in the noisy blue appearance. over a larger range of PDFF-SNR combinations. As PDFF increases to 30% or SNR increases to 30, the contours where dual-R2* RMSE 5 single-R2* RMSE grow closer together, and the difference between the RMSEs shrinks; dual-R2* starts outperforming single-R2* over more parameter combinations.
Patient Population
Out of the 40 patients recruited, one could not be imaged due to body size. Of the 39 patients (27 male, 12 female) imaged, 11 of the patients had suspected or confirmed hemochromatosis, and 28 had a history of repeated blood transfusions. Of the 28 patients with transfusion-related iron overload, 12 had leukemia, five had myelodysplastic syndrome, eight had anemia, and three had lymphoma. The age of the 39 patients was 44 6 21, 10-78 (mean 6 standard deviation, minimum-maximum); the serum ferritin was 1610 6 1532, 4-7427 ng/mL. The age of the controls (five male, five female) was 40 6 16, 24-62 years; the serum ferritin was 67 6 55, 14-150 ng/mL. Spectroscopy At 1.5T, one subject was discarded due to loss of imaging data, and one was discarded due to large fat-water swaps in reconstructed imaging data. Subsequently, nine subjects were identified with MRS-PDFF > 5.6%. In those nine subjects, MRS-PDFF 5 10.4% 6 9.0% (mean 6 standard deviation). At 3.0T, one subject was discarded due to equipment failure, and one subject was discarded due to loss of imaging data; 13 subjects had MRS-PDFF > 5.6%. In those 13 subjects, MRS-PDFF 5 14.7% 6 8.2%. FIGURE 6: Water and fat decay rates increase similarly in the presence of increasing liver iron. Spectroscopy R2* F is plotted against spectroscopy R2* W at (a) 1.5T, and at (b) 3.0T. The width of each water and fat (methylene) peak was measured from a two-peak Lorentzian fit to spectroscopy, and converted to s -1 . Cases were limited to those with spectroscopy PDFF > 5.6%, and a visible fat peak on the first spectroscopy echo (8 at 1.5T and 13 at 3.0T). The shaded areas signify 95% limits of agreement from the linear regression slope (0.76 to 1.13 at 1.5T, 0.52 to 1.02 at 3.0T) and intercept (-22 to 45 at 1.5T, -43 to 148 at 3.0T).
FIGURE 7: Spectroscopy R2* is smaller than imaging R2* at high iron levels. The spectroscopy R2* is measured from the linewidth of the water peak in a two-peak Lorentzian fitting process. The imaging R2* results from single-R2* complex fitting. The solid line is the linear regression and the dashed line is y 5 x. The slopes from the linear regressions at both field strengths are less than 1 (0.60 at 1.5T and 0.56 at 3.0T). At low iron levels, R2* W,spectro > R2* imaging, while at high iron levels, R2* W,spectro < R2* imaging. (a) At 1.5T, r 2 5 0.96, the slope is significantly different from 0 with P < 2 3 10 -16
; (b) at 3.0T, r 2 5 0.91, and the slope is significantly different from 0 with P < 2 3 10 -16 .
The nine subjects with fatty liver at 1.5T also all had fatty liver at 3.0T, in nearby but not colocalized voxels. Of the four subjects who had fatty liver at 3.0T but not at 1.5T, one had MRS-PDFF 5 4.7% at 1.5T, the data were lost in two subjects at 1.5T, and one had no visible fat peak on the first echo at 1.5T.
Using the spectroscopy data, we performed an analysis of R2* W,spectro and R2* F,spectro in subjects with fatty liver. Figure 6 plots the measured R2* spectro of water and fat, demonstrating very small differences between these measurements. This difference is larger at higher R2* spectro , and at 3.0T. At 1.5T, the linear regression between R2* W,spectro and R2* F,spectro has a slope of 0.95 (significantly different from 0 with P 5 2.8 3 10 -6 , not significantly different from 1 with P 5 0.53), intercept of 9, and r 2 5 0.96; at 3.0T, the linear regression has slope 0.76 (significantly different from 0 with P 5 6.6 3 10 -5 , not significantly different from 1 with P 5 0.07), intercept of 61, and r 2 5 0.78.
In the high iron patients, the R2* W,spectro was lower than the R2* measured from imaging (Fig. 7) . Performing a linear regression between R2* W,spectro and R2* imaging resulted in a slope of 0.60, intercept of 54, and r 2 5 0.96 at 1.5T, and slope of 0.56, intercept of 80, and r 2 5 0.91 at 3.0T.
The slopes less than 1 and intercepts greater than 0 result from R2* W,spectro > R2* imaging at low iron levels and R2* W,spectro < R2* imaging at high iron levels. We also tested whether the presence of iron overload could impact the relative chemical shift between the water and fat peaks. There was no detectable correlation (slope not significantly different from 0 with P 5 0.07 at both field strengths) between liver R2* (a marker of liver iron) and the relative frequency shift between water and the main methylene fat peak. The goodness-of-fit of the linear regression is small (r 2 5 0.45 at 1.5T, r 2 5 0.26 at 3.0T):
the scatterplots are shown in Fig. 8 . The confidence intervals include a slope of 0.
Imaging Dual-R2* correction, for both complex and magnitude fits and both field strengths, resulted in PDFF maps that had artifacts and high standard deviations. Figure 9 is a representative example of the poor performance of dual-R2* correction. Due to these results, the dual-R2* corrected PDFFs were not plotted and linear regressions were not performed. As shown in Fig. 10 , Bland-Altman analysis demonstrates good agreement when comparing single-R2* corrected MRI-PDFF to MRS-PDFF in the patients with both liver fat and hepatic iron overload. The Bland-Altman analysis comparing MRS-PDFF and MRI-PDFF at 1.5T results in -0.7 6 2.9 (bias 6 95% limit of agreement) for magnitude fitting; complex fitting has larger limits at -1.3 6 4.3. At 3.0T, the Bland-Altman analysis between MRS-PDFF and MRI-PDFF results in -1.5 6 8.4 for magnitude fitting, and -2.2 6 9.6 for complex fitting.
Discussion
In this work we demonstrated that the R2* decay rates of water and fat signals in the livers of patients with concomitant hepatic steatosis and iron overload are very similar. This has important implications for CSE-MRI fat quantification, and provides experimental evidence to support the assumption that the single-R2* model accurately reflects the underlying physics. Along with the agreement between in vivo PDFF using single-R2* and colocalized spectroscopy (which was fitted using a signal model more general than the dual-R2* model, and thus is compelling support), our results indicate that single-R2* correction can accurately quantify liver fat, even in the presence of concomitant iron overload.
Measuring the R2* of the fat and water peaks from spectroscopy peaks confirms that the difference between the R2* of fat and water in vivo is small, even with increasing iron concentrations. Combining these results with previous work showing that single-R2* is accurate in patients with normal iron status, 20 we conclude that single-R2* is an accurate signal model for liver fat quantification regardless of iron status. Note that in other applications (eg, fat quantification of vertebral bone marrow) dual-R2* or hybrid approaches may be suitable. 45 This may be in part due to higher fat concentrations, as predicted by our Monte-Carlo simulations for fat-fractions near 50%. Tissue-specific differences between R2* W and R2* F would also contribute to choice of fit. The correlation observed in this study between R2* values of water and fat along the normal iron to iron overload continuum may be counterintuitive when considering how much larger fat droplets (sized on the order of hepatocytes at 20 lm
46
) are than both water molecules at 3Å and iron-storing ferritins at 12 nm. 47 Ferritin is the normal iron storage protein in the liver, but as abnormally high amounts of iron accumulate in the liver, some of the ferritin breaks down and forms insoluble, larger hemosiderin agglomerates. 47 Hemosiderin is irregular in size and shape but is found in sizes on the order of 1 lm, and is visible with FIGURE 9: Dual-R2* fitting to in vivo data has artifacts and high standard deviations. All reconstructions shown were performed on the same slice at 1.5T. The red ROI is colocalized with the spectroscopy voxel (spectroscopy FF 5 6.3%). (a) Single-R2* correction results in PDFF 5 5.5% and R2* 5 67s -1 . The maps have no noticeable artifacts in the liver. (b) Dual-R2*, for both complex and magnitude fits, results in artifacts and high standard deviations in PDFF, R2* W , and R2* F maps. These measurements were deemed unreliable and further statistical analysis was not performed on the dual-R2* reconstructions. light microscopy. 48 Hemosiderin deposits create significantly more dephasing than ferritin, due to its much larger size and both greater and chemically distinct iron content. 49 In iron overload conditions, we speculate that ferritin alone would be insufficient to dephase signal from fat. Rather, in vivo concentrations of liver hemosiderin must be high enough to dephase fat and water signals equally on a macroscopic scale. Other work supports this hypothesis: Ghugre and Wood used a 4:1 ratio of hemosiderin to ferritin in their work, 50 while Jensen et al posit that hemosiderin rather than ferritin exerts greater influence on R2* at high iron levels. 51 A detailed examination of this effect could be implemented using a Monte Carlo method such as that described by Ghugre et al. 50, 52 Our observations raise an unexpected question: why patients with high iron concentrations have a spectroscopy R2* smaller than their imaging R2*. According to Eqs. (3) and (4), we had expected the spectroscopy R2* to be larger than the imaging R2*. This disparity only occurred in patients with high iron content, while patients with no iron overload have larger spectroscopy R2* greater than imaging R2*, as we would expect from the larger spectroscopy voxel size. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that the larger size of the iron-storing particles (hemosiderin) in high iron patients leads to resonance-dependent diffusion weighting; further studies could elucidate the mechanism. Based on our results, Eqs. (3) and (4) must only be valid for patients of normal iron status. In patients with iron overload, the particular relationship between relative spectroscopy R2* values (relative meaning between water and fat) and relative imaging R2* values is still undetermined. Our data show that, contrary to previously suggested models in which only R2* W increases, R2* W and R2* F both increase with increasing iron overload. However, exactly how R2* F increases in relation to R2* W as iron overload increases, and how voxel size affects these measurements, is still a question that requires further investigation.
Our study has several technical limitations. Our spectroscopic analysis of PDFF, R2* W , and R2* F was limited by the accuracy at high R2* that is observed at very high iron levels. The difference between R2* W and R2* F is larger at high R2* than at smaller R2*. It is unclear whether this is related to noise performance or whether this represents a real difference between R2* W and R2* F .
Another limitation of this work was the use of standard "short" echo times, ie, we did not use ultrashort echo time imaging techniques. Decreasing the echo time while maintaining whole liver coverage in one breath-hold is challenging but could be implemented with non-Cartesian strategies such as radial acquisitions. Shorter echo times would potentially yield more signal and might have overcome some of the SNR limitations at high iron concentration seen in our Monte Carlo simulations, although short-decay signal components may introduce a new confounder of PDFF. 53 Using simulations, we have shown that the use of dual-R2* decay models, while more general, leads to signal estimation instability and worsening of noise performance for fat quantification in the liver. The dual-R2* corrected PDFF in patients with high iron overload were highly inaccurate (negatively valued) and unstable (high standard deviations) due to low noise performance. Due to the inaccuracy of dual-R2* corrected PDFF, we considered R2* W and R2* F from a dual-R2* reconstruction to be inaccurate as well, and did not compute those values for our analysis. Study design limitations include a small number of patients and limited external validation. Since the 40 patients were recruited for iron overload, not fatty liver disease, only a small number of subjects had fatty liver (9 at 1.5T, 13 at 3.0T) and were able to be counted in our PDFF analysis. Biopsy for validation was considered too risky in this patient population. Serum ferritin was used to assess iron overload, but is known to be confounded by factors such as inflammation. In this study, we used R2* as an imaging measure of iron overload. R2* is often used as a proxy measure of iron overload, but may also be affected by factors such as fibrosis. 54, 55 However, the dephasing effects of iron dominate R2* in vivo, particularly at higher iron levels. 56 In conclusion, this work has demonstrated that the signal decay rate of water and fat signals in the liver are very similar, even in the presence of iron overload. This demonstrates that single-R2* model used by CSE-MRI methods to estimate PDFF is an accurate means to provide confoundercorrected liver fat quantification, even in patients with hepatic iron overload.
